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Since itS humble beginningS aS a dutch 

colony in the Seventeenth century, 

the city of new york haS Served aS a 

Social and cultural focal point for the 

united StateS. new york’S buildingS,

each unique in their time, compoSe an 

architectural tapeStry that embodieS the

hiStory and aSpirationS of not only the 

metropoliS, but of america itSelf. 

by Rachel cohen

photographs by ana caRolina Boclin
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 O
ver the last year and a half, I have found 
myself arguing with lots of pictures of 
buildings, the buildings I feel I know 
from walking the streets of my city. You 
cannot, I have said to the images of Ana 
Carolina Boclin, try to tell me that the 
Woolworth Building sometimes looks 

yellow against a deeply blue sky—cream possibly, 
but never yellow. The columns on the New York 
Stock Exchange do not lean in the slightest, all 
those buildings downtown are perfectly vertical 
and, although obviously it is a nice effect, the 
Empire State Building is not an oblique sketch in 
a puddle. These are not the buildings of my New 
York, which are to be seen from the angle of my 
eye, standing straight amidst crowds of people, 
their edges blurry from the dust on my glasses. I 
have felt that each edifice is mortal, and this has 
made me more possessive and more insistent. 

I love the way stone and glass and metal have 
become repositories of history in New York, the 
way the city—despite its habit of tearing down 
a large portion of its buildings every year—has 

the hard edgeS and domineering Spirit of the 

empire State building (1929–1931), once again new 

york’S talleSt SkyScraper, are Softened in a pool 

of freShly fallen rain, facing page. the flatiron 

building (1901–1903), above, waS in itS day a daring 

compoSition in compariSon to the diminutive 

dwellingS and carriage houSeS that once lined 

lower broadway. the Soaring lineS of the world 

trade center’S twin towerS (1972–1973), below, 

which Stretched toward the heavenS, Symbolized 

Seemingly endleSS poSSibilitieS, not the death and

deStruction that would become the Site’S legacy.    



wall Street haS Served aS the financial nerve center of new york Since 1792, 

when 24 brokerS met under a buttonwood tree, at what iS now 68 wall Street, 

and formed the firSt organized Stock market in the city. a ghoStly figure 

of george waShington preSideS over the Street of dreamS in a triple-expoSed 

image, below, which includeS the facadeS of the new york Stock exchange (1901–

1903) and federal hall (1862–1925). french gothic SpireS unbound by old world 

buttreSSeS atop St. patrick’S cathedral (1878–1888), facing page, Stand in Sharp 

contraSt to the Sleek glaSS maSS of the olympic tower (1977). audaciouS in itS 

grandeur, caSS gilbert’S woolworth building (1910–1913), far right, 

waS once maligned for itS eclectic gothic detail. 

come to have more old buildings and a longer architectural memory 
than do many cities in the United States. In my head I have pointed out 
to Boclin that she is quite wrong to look at the Flatiron Building in sec-
tions—the thing about that building is its integrity. I would say to her, 
you have given the Flatiron newness, and what ought to be cherished in 
it is its oldness. I wanted the steadiness of my city’s landmarks.  

But not long ago, as I was looking at Boclin’s gray photograph of 
the Empire State Building and the clock pole distorted by the water, 
I remembered, almost despite myself, that when Alfred Stieglitz and 
Edward Steichen photographed the Flatiron Building they were interest-
ed in its daring. Their photographs, the watery, blue-green images that 
have come to represent the Flatiron’s romantic oldness, were originally 
meant to show the triangular, white building’s striking contrast with the 
horse carriages standing on the street. I never pass the Flatiron Building 
without the pleasure of those images, and I have been, at other times, 
happy to marvel that newness and oldness are so easily transformed, 
one into the other.  

After this I began to find, studying Boclin’s pictures, that I was think-
ing, yes, actually, that is someone’s New York, though I am still not sure 
it’s mine. I recognize the life of that city, thought it is not the life of my 
city. But those buildings are gray, and the blue and yellow umbrellas of 
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the pushcarts do look wonderful against them, and yes, there is a 
sense that new buildings slant in through the statues that herald 
their entrances. Now I am able to think, “Oh, isn’t that interest-
ing, your version meets mine in a few places, and yours, too, is 
vital and specific; yours, too, does honor to the buildings we both 
know.” And this makes me wonder if I am coming to a later stage 
of mourning.

Each city is the million cities of the people who walk its streets 
and see its buildings every day. Each window is an office to some-
one and a surface to wash to another person and a reflection of 
light to someone else. Each door is a place to make a delivery or 
the beginning of a court case or a clean, rectangular line. The city 
of these pictures, Boclin’s city, has swoop and gaudiness and tran-
sience—and those are qualities of my New York, too, ones that I 
love and have perhaps been forgetting. I think to myself that part 
of the joy of buildings is their flexibility, the way their edges are 
sharp in certain lights and soft in others, the way they transform 
themselves in the face of their own mortality. And, still looking at 
the pictures, quite suddenly, I feel glad. ■

the hulking maSS of the ziggurat-

inSpired merrill lynch building 

(1986) at 4 world financial center, 

once overShadowed by the twin 

towerS, appearS to vaniSh into 

the regular rhythm of

hexagonal paving. 
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